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MYSTERY QUILT
Corrected September 14, 2023 to include final Fabric #1 cutting instuction

Join us for a mystery quilt adventure. We will use Barbara
Graham's third book "Murder by Music"

Follow the clues to create an easy and fun quilt top
that measure 60" x 70".

Please be aware that Barbara created the clues 12
years ago and she will not tell you about the final

product!

Patchwords will include the full cutting instructions and four clues over
the next three editions..the final clue will be in the February-March 2024
Patchwords. Plan to share a picture of your finished blocks along the

way, and the finished quilt in an issue of Patchwords in 2024.

WE HOPE YOU WILL HAVE FUN SOLVING THIS MYSTERY!

CLUE #1
Fabric Requirements:
Fabric 1 - (Main Fabric) 2-2/3 yards of a non-
directional print with light or dark background
and motifs including at least three additional
colors.
Fabric 2 - 2 yards, strong medium tone to
match one of the colors in a motif of the main
fabric.
Fabric 3 - 1-1/8 yards medium color to match
another motif of the main fabric
Fabric 4 - 1/2 yard contrasting medium color
(may be darker or lighter than other fabrics)

Cutting Instructions:
(Label each set with number and size - Keep
scraps, just in case!)

From Fabric 1 - Cut 6 strips 6-1/4" by width of
fabric (WOF) - Subcut into 36 squares 6-1/4"
Cut 5 strips 4" by WOF - Subcut into 48
squares 4"

Cut 3 strips 4-3/8" by WOF - Subcut into 24
squares 4-3/8"
Cut 7 strips 2-3/8" by WOF
Cut 4 squares 4-1/2" from remainder.

From Fabric 2 - Cut 4 strips 4-1/2" by 72"
length of fabric (LOF)
From remaining piece, cut 8 strips 2-3/8" by
WOF (approximately 22")
Cut 2 strips 4-3/8" WOF and subcut into 8
squares 4-3/8"
Cut 8 squares 4" from remainder

From Fabric 3 - Cut 5 strips 2-3/8" by WOF
Cut 8 strips 2-1/2 by WOF
Cut 8 squares 4" from remainder

From Fabric 4 - Cut 2 strips 4-3/8" by WOF -
Subcut into 16 squares 4-3/8"
Cut 3 strips 2-3/8" by WOF.

Clue #2 to be printed in the October-November issue of Patchwords
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